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Esports Coach Brief. 
 

Overwatch Digital Schoolhouse Esports Tournament 2019 

 

This is a useful guide for all esports coaches participating in the Overwatch Digital 
Schoolhouse (DSH) Esports Tournament 2019. This information should provide an 
insight into what the DSH esports coach role entails and how it’ll impact the 
tournament.  

We really hope you enjoy coaching the next generation of students and teachers. 
Your support is invaluable to the programme - thank you. 

  

+44 (0) 207 534 0580 

contact@digitalschoolhouse.org.uk 

 

#DSHesports 
 

 

#DSHplay 

https://twitter.com/DigSchoolhouse
https://www.facebook.com/DigiSchoolHouse/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCFcxdEfHDIhlHJEefkNYFzQ
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About.  
Digital Schoolhouse Esports Tournament 

Ukie's Digital Schoolhouse powered by PlayStation, delivers its annual esports 
tournament to schools & colleges across the UK. It’s aim, to provide an immersive 
careers education experience. Students aged 12-18 years can participate as players 
or fulfil professional roles crafted by the video games industry, for education. Skills 
that students develop whilst participating in the tournament are recognised by 

the Duke of York’s Inspiring Digital Enterprise Award (iDEA). 

 

 

 

 

 

With 99% of 8-15 year olds playing games, this tournament capitalises on the 
popularity of video games to engage a greater number of male and female students 
in STEAM subjects and Computing.  

The tournament’s impact is backed by the 2018 report by Digital Schoolhouse, 
Esports: Engaging Education1.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Find out more about the Digital Schoolhouse programme here: 
digitalschoolhouse.org.uk   

                                                 
1 Esports: Engaging Education seeks to examine its potential impact on the participants of Digital Schoolhouse’s esports 
tournament 2018. Digital Schoolhouse worked with Staffordshire University to develop a study that collected data using a 
number of methods, including questionnaires, case studies, discussion groups and informal feedback. 

http://www.digitalschoolhouse.org.uk/articles/2018/04/duke-york%E2%80%99s-idea-accredits-dsh-esports
digitalschoolhouse.org.uk/esports
http://www.digitalschoolhouse.org.uk/
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The role. 
What does being an esports coach involve? 
 
Offering guidance to our schools and colleges participating in this year’s tournament. 
Whether you’re a student, esports fanatic or an esports professional, you can offer 
invaluable advice to our schools and students who are likely to have limited or no 
knowledge of videos games or esports at all. 

 

How will it work? 
 

1. Each esports coach will be partnered with a school  

The coach will impart their expert knowledge of esports, providing anything 
from hints and tips to strategy and tactics. 

Partnership details and introductions will be emailed separately, nearer the time 
of the tournament.   

2. Each coach will offer general support and guidance throughout the 
duration of the competition 

This may be in the form(s) of a Skype chat, email, phone call or a school visit  - 
we understand that a school visit may not always be feasible for everyone, so 
perhaps other methods may suit instead. 

More support is likely required in the school heats, as this is the initial phase of 
the tournament. It’s also a great time to make the most impact to most students! 

 

It is important to note that the frequency and method of delivering coaching is for 
both parties (a) the coach and (b) the school or college to agree together.  

For example, one partnership may wish to have one introductory Skype chat at the 
tournament start and then ad hoc email contact for the rest of the tournament. 
Another partnership may wish to schedule formal, periodic visits to the school 
instead. 

Ultimately you can help inspire, engage and excite students about taking part in the 
tournament, with relevance to further education, future careers and opportunities 
within the industry.  

 

Top Tip! Students, perhaps you can talk about your experiences to date, why you 
chose to study a related subject in university and the start of your journey into the 
games industry. 
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How do we promote careers education? 
 
Schools and colleges are encouraged to recruit students in Operations & Logistics 
roles as well as the players. If you feel a particular affinity with a specific role or you 
have expertise in a certain area, please let Laura know (laura@ukie.org.uk) - it 
would be great to utilise that knowledge! 
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Tournament structure. 
The tournament is split into three stages: 

 

STAGE 1: SCHOOL HEATS  
(29 October 2018 - 28 February 2019) 

This is the initial stage of the tournament which takes place in the school or college 
itself. Schools are encouraged to make this stage as student-led as possible. In 
addition to the players, job descriptions have been developed with industry expertise 
for schools to implement; enabling teachers to recruit students in a number of 
Operations & Logistics roles. The aim, to ultimately whittle down the competing 
teams to a single team that will represent the school or college at the Regional 
Qualifiers. 

This stage of the tournament is not timebound. Digital Schoolhouse only request that 
the school champion is selected in time for the next stage of the competition. 

 

STAGE 2: REGIONAL QUALIFIERS  
(March) 

These are the first of the knockout stages, held in various locations across the UK 
including Belong by Game arenas and Staffordshire University. Each participating 
school or college will be allocated to their nearest venue by Digital Schoolhouse.  

Video games industry guests are invited to attend and encouraged to mingle 
amongst competitors. Each qualifier is streamed live on Twitch and students are 
invited to shoutcast alongside professionals on the day. At each qualifier, a single 
team is crowned ‘Regional Champion’ which then goes through to the Grand Final in 
London. Student casters are also invited to the Grand Final to once again, cast 
alongside their professional counterparts. 

 

STAGE 3: THE GRAND FINAL  
(April) 

The Grand Final is hosted in London as part of the London Games Festival. Here, the 
Regional Champions compete for the winning title of Digital Schoolhouse's 
'UK Esports Champions'. In attendance are their peers, teachers, parents and 
industry guests. The day concludes with a prize giving ceremony for the winning 
team and a special award for the 'Best Shoutcaster'. 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wZ9FEMBG4-s&t=1s
http://games.london/
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Tournament rules. 
• Game: Overwatch 

• Platform: PC (specifications below) 

• Format: 3v3 

• Peripherals: Mouse & keyboard only (students are allowed to bring their own to all 
tournament events) 

• Age of student participants: 12-18 years old (this is a strict age limit and DSH has the right 
to withdraw participants that are not within this specified age range) 

• Each team needs a team nickname (these will remain constant throughout the 
tournament). 

• One student per machine, therefore, 6 PC’s will be needed for each match.  

• All players participating in Overwatch competitions must enter their Overwatch 
BattleTag game ID. The game account is needed to invite players into a custom match 
and to check if the correct player is playing.  

Please read the full terms and conditions for further information/ rules: 
http://www.digitalschoolhouse.org.uk/esports-terms-and-conditions 

  

https://play.eslgaming.com/bnetOauth/auth?gameaccount=overwatch_btag
https://play.eslgaming.com/bnetOauth/auth?gameaccount=overwatch_btag
http://www.digitalschoolhouse.org.uk/esports-terms-and-conditions
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Job Roles: Operations & Logistics.  
Six job descriptions have been outlined on the following pages. These are: 

 

1. Community Manager 

2. Event Manager 

3. Host/Shoutcaster  

4. Production Crew 

5. Team Manager 

6. Tournament Admin 

 

Each of these roles represent some of the breadth of the careers available within the 
esports industry. They require a different skillset and will enable the students to 
organise and manage different aspects of the tournament.  

Digital Schoolhouse highly recommends that you recruit for these roles. It’s an 
invaluable part of the tournament and can help students not just learn more about 
careers but also help develop a range of soft skills including: organisation, 
communication, team work and many more.  

You may wish to recruit either one or more students for each role, or perhaps not 
even fill some roles at all. Depending on demand you may have to ask students to 
‘interview’ for the job, and perhaps get your school Careers Officer involved in the 
process. The more we can formalise this process, the greater commitment you will 
get from the students and the better the learning experience for them.  

Team structure: 

  
Event 

Manager

Community 
Manager

Tournament 
Admin

Production 
Crew

Host/
Shoutcaster

Team

Manager

Team
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Event Manager.  
 
Event managers are responsible for ensuring a particular tournament or esports event is a 
success - that might mean it generates certain viewer numbers, ticket sales and a positive 
reception from fans and the press. This role is similar to a project manager, but is purely 
focused on putting together a great series of events. You will be responsible for overseeing 
and bringing together the entire tournament from start to finish. It's an incredibly varied role 
- as Event Manager you'll need to work alongside the rest of the team and come up with new 
ideas/ solutions to make the tournament work - despite challenges you might face.  

 

Main Responsibilities: 

• Develop and execute a plan for the esports tournament, ensuring everything from 
top-to-bottom is successful 

• Coordinate players and team logistics, organise games and schedule tournament 
events 

• Manage the events team, and collectively build enthusiasm for the tournament and 
ensure its success  

• Work with the teaching staff to ensure the tournament is being delivered in line with 
school procedures 

• Evaluate all aspects of tournament, with the goal of improving quality as well as time 
efficiencies 
 

Required Skills: 

• Great planning skills 

• Great organisational skills and the ability to multi-task effectively 

• Excellent communication skills, both verbal and written 

• Ability to work well under pressure and meet deadlines 

• The ability to manage, inspire and motivate your team 

• Excellent problem-solving skills, approaching challenges creatively but methodically 

• A proactive individual with entrepreneurial flair. You are a student that has the ‘get 
up and go’ to organise the tournament independently with little prompting from 
teachers  
 

Desired Skills: 

• A passion for games 

• Previous knowledge of esports tournaments 

• Previous experience of organising and supporting events (school based or otherwise) 

• A creative flair which will enable you to add your own ‘flavour’ and unique element 
to the Digital Schoolhouse National Esports Tournament 
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Community Manager. 
 
This is someone who can champion the esports tournament for the school community. You 
will need to engage with the players and the supporting fans. 

Community Managers typically, engage with and respond to the community on social media 
e.g. Twitter, Facebook, YouTube, Reddit, blogs, websites, Twitch and so on. While social 
media may well be restricted for you, you can certainly support and encourage your teacher 
to post onto Twitter about the tournament. Your role will be to identify key requests and 
reactions from the community and feed them back to the rest of the team. It will also be your 
responsibility to help build the momentum and enthusiasm for the tournament amongst the 
school community.  

 

Main Responsibilities: 

Operate and manage communications for the tournament 

• Be an evangelist, promote and build enthusiasm for the tournament with the wider 
school community in creative new ways  

• Produce, manage and feature in media including livestreams, videos and podcasts 

• Monitor and report on community attitudes and engagement, feeding back to the 
events team 

• Work with the remaining events team to ensure a successful esports tournament 
 

 

Required Skills: 

• Creative spirit – able to develop and implement great new ideas  

• An outgoing personality, ability to build and maintain strong professional and 
informal relationships with key people and members of the community 

• Ability to adapt and be effective in an ever-changing environment 

• Self-motivated, driven to excel with a can-do attitude and demonstrated ability to 
work well within a team 

• Eager to learn and a desire to continue to further develop your skills  

• Outstanding written communications 

• An interest in games 

• Analytical thinker, who can turn data (such as games and player statistics) into 
meaningful action 
 
 

Desired Skills: 

• Image editing software experience 

• Experience in video production 

• Understanding of social media platforms, and publishing content  
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Tournament Admin.  
 
Admins (or esports referees) will record the outcome of matches, make sure that the players 
are sticking to the rules, and hand out penalties if any are broken. You will often have to 
communicate with teams to settle any disputes, keep track of the tournament brackets and 
offer support to the community where needed. You will be required to help set up, test 
servers, chase sign ups, sort seeds and make sure everything runs on time. This means you 
might have to work with the teams and make sure they're all on time. 

Admins are responsible for dealing with any in-game or on-stage issues, for example if a PC 
freezes or a keyboard breaks mid-tournament. They will need to know the game and the 
tournament's rulebook inside out, to enforce the rules and avoid any controversies or unfair 
decisions. They will also want to keep pauses, delays and downtime to a minimum. 

 

Main Responsibilities: 

• Record the outcomes of matches and keep track of wins/losses  

• Ensure that the players are sticking to the rules of the game 

• Report any foul play to the teacher 

• Stay in communication with the teams and keep track of tournament brackets  

• You might be required to help set up, chase team sign ups or deal with on stage issues  

• Work with the teacher to ensure that tournament matches run smoothly and on time 

• Work with the rest of the events team to ensure a smooth and effective esports 
tournament 
 

 

Required Skills: 

• Great attention to detail 

• Strong organisational and communication skills, to help you manage teams 

• Ability to work well with a team 

• Able to work with the school’s technical support department to ensure that in-game 
and on-stage issues are quickly and effectively resolved 
 
 

Desired Skills: 

• Previous awareness of esports tournaments 

• Good knowledge and understanding of how to play the game and its rules and 
variations  

• Technical understanding of the hardware being used and how to resolve bugs and 
errors   
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Production Crew. 
 
As production manager you are responsible for the organisation of the tournament live 
events (i.e. the weekly playoffs that will take place in your school). In collaboration with the 
rest of the events team, you will prepare and oversee various aspects of the tournament 
events. You will need to stick to deadlines and be the main point of contact for the events 
during the setup, the live event and the teardown. 

 

Main Responsibilities 

• Being responsible for all organisational aspects of the tournament live events, 
including scheduling and budgeting (if applicable) 

• Co-ordinate with relevant school technical staff to organise the technical AV 
requirements of the live events  

• Ensuring that the tournament runs smoothly, you meet your deadlines (and stay 
within budgets) 

• Coordinating with the remaining events team before, during and after the live event  

• Coordinate with the relevant teaching staff to manage and organise the live events  
 
 

Required Skills: 

• Excellent communication skills 

• Ability to work well under pressure 

• The ability to inspire and motivate 

• Able to work with a team to ensure appropriate setup of the technical equipment 
required to run the school heats. For example, AV equipment etc  

• Excellent problem-solving skills, approaching challenges creatively but methodically 
 

Desired Skills: 

• A passion for games  

• Previous experience of supporting school events 

• Working knowledge of the technical equipment required 
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Host/Shoutcaster. 

A shoutcaster is another name for a commentator, who will speak over the action to inform 
and entertain the viewer. Casters will need good knowledge of the game and teams they are 
casting, to offer personality and bring a match to life. Casters usually sit at a desk. Stage 
hosts, on the other hand, usually act as the main presenter of a tournament, introduce teams 
and may be required to interview players and other experts, like a TV presenter. There can 
be crossover between casters and hosts, and you may want to arrive at your own unique 
combination. 

 

Main Responsibilities 

• Provide play by play commentary of the matches taking place 

• Be a charismatic host to engage the audience of spectators 

• Work with the community manager and the remaining events team to provide a 
critical summary of the matches and gameplay 

• Build up the excitement for each live event 
 
 

Required Skills: 

• Charismatic individual: ready to cast for a large audience at multiple events and 
provide brilliant commentary 

• Have excellent verbal communication skills 

• A great problem solver 

• Extrovert and not afraid of public speaking 
 

 

Desired Skills: 

• Passionate about games and talking about them. You’ll have had experience playing 
the games and won’t be afraid to voice your opinion 

• NB: Many successful host and shoutcasters have a background in the dramatic arts   
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Team Manager. 
 

A Team Manager’s key responsibility is to be the central point of contact for the players in 
the team and communicate with the team’s fans, the teachers and the event management 
team.  Additionally, good team managers take responsibility for their players, helping them 
improve their performance and work together effectively in order to win their championship 
goals.  
 

Main Responsibilities: 

• Manage and execute day to day obligations of the team  

• Act as medium of communication between players and the event management team 
(and teachers) 

• Assist the team by creating practice and scrimming (friendly matches) schedules 

• Help the players in improving their overall performance  

• Create team building opportunities for the players 

• Work with the community manager to establish a team brand 

• Work with the community manager to connect with the fanbase  
 

Required Skills: 

• Ability to work with a team 

• Strong desire to develop leadership skills to co-ordinate and manage the team 

• Focus on over-achieving your goals 

• Honesty in evaluating how you can improve constantly 

• Strategic thinking on how to improve and maintain championship standard 

• An engaging personality and natural rapport with people 

• Belief you can deliver success and ease for players 
 

Desired Skills: 

• Some knowledge of games and esports 

• Experience of leading a team 

• Understanding the importance of marketing your team 

• Creativity and ability to participate in coming up with new ideas 

 


